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УДК 539.14;

В.С.Василевский, О.Веласкес, Г.Ф.Филиппов,
Л.Л.Чоповский
Микроскопические исследования многоканальных процессов
в системе шести нуклонов.
I.Аналитические результаты для канала 3+-3 с центральным
взаимодействием

Подробно изложен алгоритм вычисления матричных элементов опера-
тора потенциальной энергии центрального взаимодействия нуклонов
на функциях кластерной модели, описывающих взаимодействие сис-
тем Н+ Н, Н+^Не и Не+ Не. Явный вид матричных элементов
приведен для состояний со спином s=0.I и иэоспином Т=1.

, H.Velaakea, G.F.Filippov,

L.L.Chopovsky

Microscopic Study of Multichannel Processes

in a Six Nucleon System.

I.Analytical Results for 3+3 Channel with

Central Interaction

The algorithm used to calculate the matrix elements of the po-

tential energy operator of nucleons central interaction on cluster
о о 3 3

model functions describing the interaction of
 J

H+
J
H, ^H+ He

and -̂ He+̂ He systems is given a detailed treatment. The expli-

cit form of matrix elements is presented for the states with

spin S=0,1 and iso3pin T=1.

(Cj I9d6 Институт теоретической физики АН УССР
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The reason to write a work such as we are presenting now is

that in spite of the big amount of specialized literature on Re-

sonating Group Method (R.G.M.),Generating Coordinate Method

(0.CM.) derived and related methods (refs. [i-б]) which in prin-

ciple may be consulted by young scientist there is no accesible

monography in which the new reader can follow in easy way the

actual preformed calculations for nuclear structure or nuclear

reactions.

It is also difficult for a beginner to have insight how the

basic principles and symmetries of nuclear physics can be appli-

ed in reliable way.in such tasks, because most of literature is

written by specialists for specialists which endurance allows

quick access and understanding in the methods of R.G.M. and

G.G.M.

Our aim is therefore to show through examples how there can

be done a task such as to solve a nuclear problem on structure or

to evaluate a given nuclear reaction with clustering phenomena.

We present in this work the calculation of the potential

energy matrix elements within the frame of the algebraic version

of R.G.M. developed by Filippov and coworkers (refs.r7-11j).

We focus our attention in the system ^He+^He and for the

moment we restrict UB to central forces, like the Gaussian poten-

tial Cfi-r
2
)

2

V,-e "ВТ .
In next papers we extend our scope dealing with Coulomb, LS and

tensor forces.

In our preliminary section we present

building the two particle integral over]

and how it can be analytically evaluated, its uses and how is pro-

ved its correctness.

The rest of the paper is dedicated to our concrete example

•^He+^He. In section I we perform calculations for the integral

overlap and the matrix elements of the potential energy operator

V for our system with function^
 1 t
S «= 1 , T = 1 .

 д

Section II is devoted to overlap and matrix elements of V

with function *Vob
 s = s 0

»
 Ts1

*

Every section has a summary of partial results.

Finally in last paragraph we have written our conclusions.

as basic stone our

O
2
|e-<

?
'-^

/b
'IS,S

2
>
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INTRODUCTION

For a set of A interacting nucleons the general form of po-

tential energy can be written as the sum of interactions between

single pairs

i'j

where
 r
ij -veotor between nucleon I and nucleon j . To des-

cribe the interaction between pairs it is very adequate to use

Gaussian functions

because more involved potentials can be represented as sums or

as integral transforms of Gaussian functions, as we shall later

see*

It is, therefore, very convenient for our purposes to eva-

luate the overlap integral

(3)

V, -
 ex
P L—щ~ J>

because X &
 c a n

 be used as basic stone to construct matrix ele-

ments for more complicated potentials in many-particle systems

a) Analytical evaluation of X a •

We write down, our state functions as

«Pi - < Ri I » T •
 V
*e*p(-\г

г
+ 2lr - R? ) •, i .1,2 ;

>-аг'^вэсрг-^лaS,?- s/)
:
 0

( 5 b )



Here Г may be Г\ or Г
2
 • Now

9

Is a 6-tuple integral

«here <lr, -dXjd^dz, and dr
z
 = ̂ *

c
dy

f
 dz^ are the dif-

ferential volume elements for each vector г •

Written in the way of equation (6) I« is not very sui-

table to perform the indicated integrations. In order to make

easy our task, we transform vectors R; , $;, Г.- through a uni
.. _s_ „ * ' •* i •* ••

tary matrix l| I Ц to get the new vectors f>
±
 , 5

X
 »

 r
 i \

»TI|=
n w

(8b)

( 9 a )

( 9 b )

II I l|is a unitary matrix, that means, it preserves length of vec-

tors and angle between vectors* Thereafter it must be valid the

equations

(ID
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(Laat equation expresses the equality of both differential vo-

lume elements). Note that f has the physical interpretation as

the vector of relative motion between the two nuoleons and fl

has the physical interpretation as the center of mass vector

between the two nucleons. We introduce equations (8a,b),(9a,b),

(10) and (11) in (6) to split the 6-tuple Integral in two 3-

tuple interals

.- VM
1
" . , (12)

l
l = e

2/?
'
St
 -*-* JJi«pL-l*-*-*("1-»*»Л)-R.-S»J

 (13B)

f f [ (13b)
«bare ?

Finally we put

and then we obtain

b) Properties and uses for Х л •
 H o w t o

 *
вв
* results ?

Our general equation (16) is adequate for

1. Description of the interaction of nuoleons within a cius-

ter. It is enough to put r?i " К
г
 - R t S, - З

г
•» S then

X A reduces to

fc
 ^ (17)

Note that out of factor ТЕУ
2 the last equation is equal with

identity operator overlap»

2* Description of the interaction between nucleons of diffe-

rent dusters. For this case R, ф (?
г
 and S, ̂  э

г
 and

one must take the whole expression for ~LQ •

3. Separation of the center of mass wave function from the

total wave function .

We consider the general cluster wave function
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or _

where A is the antisynunetrizer, (P
(
(At) is the internal wave

function, of first cluster, Ф
2
(Лг) is the. internal wave function

of the eecond cluster, C£. are Jacobi coordinates of nucleona,
A| is the number of nucleons in first cluster, Д

г
 is the num-

ber of nucleons in second cluster, A-A4+-A2 ^
s
 'total number

of nucltons, (?
1ч
 is generator parameter of the center of mass

first cluster, i?
2
 is generator parameter of the center of швее

second .cluster, "4f
R
 is the wave function of center of mass

of the whole system (for illustration see the above figure)*

In order to perform the separation of the center of mass

wave funotion from (18) we can make two choices*

a) to put the frame at the center of mass of one of the clus-

ters, for example Ai (or A
?
 ). One must set (?,-<) (or Я

г
*0 )

or

and for the overlap
 a

b) to put the frame at the center of mass of the system, i.e

,,
 в
*Р С" Ю ' (22)

and for the overlap
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Each of these factors muet be put into the general overlap

W (24)
Test for 1* .

If in equation (16) we make Ь
0
-*

да
 our potential

goes in the limit to the identity operator. Physically, what we

are doing is to switch out the potential among the nucleons. In

this limiting process our parameter

/
 2 r

M'
"2»[1+-raJ-»las b

o
-* °° and also Л « 1 - Е - » О •

be
Thereafter, to calculate

one must set "E * i , us о and get the overlap for identity

operator, that is ^ .,
 л л

It is easy to check that is actually the case

Equation (16) and sirailar equations derived after, will con-

tinuously be applied during evaluation of integral overlaps.

The ^He+^He system.

To show the reader how can be carried on step by step calcula-

tions for overlap integrals in case of potential energy we are

going to take as example the 6-nucleon problem -He+^He.

We need first to know how many and which kind of wave func-

tions are we going to use for this system* For this purpose we

use the possible configurations in spin-isospin space of our sys-

tem. We have listed them below. For simplicity we suppress the

part on coordinate* of every function writing only their corres-

ponding spin-isospin state.

Our notation is ^^-j- » where S = total spin, T e total iso-

epin.

Configuration Wave Function Spin Projection

^ [* V * I'M,
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S»-o

IT|[4

We see that 4Tt
1
> and l ^ > differ only, in spin projection,where

as |1l!
2
> and ITtf

3
> although they have the ваше $

г
» 0 they

are mixtures of different spin states*

Using the orthogonality of spin functions, the reader may

check without difficulties the following equalities

*J

From last equation

We shall use this last equation in seotion 11*5 to evaluate

SECTION 1

Evalutation of potential energy Va integral overlap with

wave functions *ЧГ$т and "Uf̂ x » for whioh total spin S = 1

and total ieospin T«>1. Part on coordinates.

1. - Determinants. Biorthogonal basis.

We ask ourselves: Which kind of function 'Uf
1
 corres-

ponds to the system -^He+^He with structure pt Pint +pt P*n*

and S=1, 1=1 ? To answer this question we start with one par-

ticle orbitals, which have the general form (see again

page 1371)

a! = n,i nz! n3i



"
1 0
" -

Here H
e
 -Hermite Polynomial degree Л , 11 j eunit vectors, R

K

Brink parameter vectors, $V я apin-isospin function of the nuc-

leon. To show the reader in an easy way the main features of our

technique, we shall use for our system He+ He only s-one par-

ticle states, but in two different cluster centers (?, and /?
2

(three s-one particle states in center R-, and three in cen-

ter £?
г
 )• For this case П, « l)

2
 « Ц

3
 « 0 and equation (27)

takes the form

(28)

For simplicity we have dropped all not necessary indices. With

these one particle orbitals we construct the *Hf"̂  as the Slater

determinant

(29)

It is not very difficult to check that developing this determi

nant one gets the function of equation (19) for

and S » 1, T=1 .
 д и

t

(30)
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If one uses another parametrization with S, and S z one can
get a similar determinant for Vi(Si,Si) . Then the overlap
<'4fi !"¥,> я

 U is obtained first as product of two determinants

and then integrating in space variables
 r

,' we get a. бхб

tridiagonal determinant

pt

p*

nt

pt

n

nt

pt

о

о

0

0

Pi

> о

<RilS,>

0 <

• о

(14

0 |

0

цЬ

0

0

pt

0

0

\Ais

0

V

2 >

<

2 >

pv
о

0

0

0

nt

о

jf Л l С V

0

(31)

Determinant D written in saoh a way it is not adequate for our

purposes* After some algebraic manipulations with help of rules

for determinants we reduce (31) to the product of three small 2x2

determinants d :

(32)

where
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The allocation of the frame of reference affects not only

the center of mass wave functions, but also the cluster wave func-

tions Ф
о
 .

a) First choice: Frame on the center of mass of the system.

Here we have (?, 4 R
z
 » о (since A, = A

2
 = 3 )* We muot remain-

%-e
 f

The if -functions are

(34a)

(34b)

Therefore <*R, | S T >

« 6,- R
2
 ш 2 ^ and

In the same way

,) , ̂ but since R.,4~R
2
-c> or К

b (35a)

(35b)

( 3 5 c )

Therefore

and

since i.\
h

1 • therefore < % | V, >

(36)

O 8 )
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Ъ) Second choice* Frame on one of the clusters. Here R.=o

and we have

and

Por the f -functions

(39a)

Our small determinant takes the form

\

(40)

sinoe . But, for
 3
He +

 3
He ,

The full overlap <ГФ
0(
 |Ф„1 > - ^ < ^ 1 \ >

1
« ^

3
( В ) , as we got

in the former case*

Physically it means that our integral overlap does not de-

pend on the allocation of frame of reference, i.e» it is trans-

lational invariant as it must be*

Prom now on we are going to put the fra-ne in the center of

mass of the system, that means, we will have

£,+ l?2=0 (41)
and

(42)

Equations (41) and (42) and the corresponding for vectors S 1 ,
%z » S "ill be applied often through all calculations.

How we ask ourselves: How can we simplify even more our deter
minant overlap (31) ? We answer this question introducing a bior-
thogonal basis, as follows

<*\'<i\ U3a)
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(43b)

(44a)

(44b)

We request and Ы. to fulfill the below conditions

Then we get
-RS

(45a)

(45b)

(46)

How the biorthogonal basis affects our one partiele overlaps ?

Obviously no change

But ^ ,

or

(48)

After some rearrangements we rewrite the overlap determinant as

ViRS 0

0
(49)
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Obviously we have again X)*8S}} (i?S).

2. - Matrix elements < tj \Va\Kt> • Cof actors. Teats.

In a quantum mechanical system such as He +
 J
He with

structure pt Pi П t t pt P* П t we have:

a) Interactions between nucleons within the clusters.

b) Interactions between nucleons belonging to different clus-

ters.

Our task Is now to perform a description of all these inte-

ractions.

In these sections we are going to consider the part on coordinates.

The spin-isospin part will be handled in next sections. As in last

section we use H> for the one-particle wave function of the

first cluster and |2> for the one-particle wave function of

the second cluster,

The first kind of interaction we have in every cluster and

therefore we must evaluate the following matrix elements for a

two-body interaction potential

<11lV
r

9
|i1> (50)

and

For the second kind of interaction we have two terms

direct <i2\V9tf2> (52)

exchange <-JZ IVg 121 >• (53)

In t h i s stage we remember the general form of our potential energy
operator, that means, equations (1) and (2). Also i t i s necessary
to remember our two-particle integral overlap I g equation
(16)

Л. -Р f
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After we have done all these calculations our next step will
be to calculate the corresponding cofactors for each two partiole
matrix and to complete our task we must test all our results

a) For

from (42)

b) for

+ (55)

with equations (41)» (42) also with the corresponding for S and
also with equation for o< and the last equality for Ig (see
equation 16), after some algebraic calculations

c) For the case

By inspection the reader can immediately see that the exchange of
indices 1 and 2 in the ket (or in the bra) of the matrix element
in equation (55) has the consequence in the parameter vector
R-» - R (or S -» - S ) and therefore it takes place a change
in sign in RS products which come from matrix element. This must
be not confused with RS products which come from constants c<
and o( • Our result

(58)
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d) The case {22 I Vg I 2 2 > is the more complicated one,

since with the introduction of biorthogonal orbitala each 12 >

(or <2l ) has
 t w o

 terms <2l =< 8
2
l~ °* ̂ &Л • In this way our

matrix is composed of 16 matrix elements. The reader can convinoe

himself, that after some straight?erward calculations one gets

<22\Y3\22> =

(59)

We now dedicate us to calculate the corresponding cofactors for

the already calculated matrix element . For this purpose we write

down again the final form of our overlap determinant (49)

(60)

Let Fij the cofactors for o'j

C = j or К aj , В e»i

How can we obtain the Fij

and columns for <1 | T>, $

(oofactor) to get

.where К в i and

For example for F̂ i we delete rows

With the rest we built up a determinant
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(61)

I n t h e same way, f o r F ^ we d e l e t e < 1 M > and < 2 I 2 > t o g e t

F 1 2 - < 1 H > < e i 2 > -4Sh*CRS) (62)

and so on* Our l i s t must be completed with

(63)

(64)

Tests on matrix elements.

As we already have seen for the case of 14 one can test the

correctness of a result by making Pf^ ̂ 'J I V9 I i J > which

mathematically is equivalent to calculate ?-# ± and а-* о •

Physically it is equivalent to switch out the interactions between

the nucleons and substitute the action of the potential by the

unit operator in the matrix elements. However in order to test

correctly our matrix elements ^ijlVTgl^J^
 w e

 шив* mul-

tiply them by their cofactors p.-.- sinoe in our matrix elements

we have used only part of the basis functions and the rest of the

functions are allocated in the corresponding cofaotor in the de-

terminant .

We must have

btli Fjj <ij I V a | i J ? = J)~ 5ЭП K* /gcj

bo"** '

in every case and a l l cases, ̂ for example, since

(66)

i t i s evident fl.ffl г /^ \y fi%> * Д).
A w

A w.4 во tr iv ial example F« < ^ IVgl?2> :

(67)
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b* Fii<«iv ll«i>- 4sh2CRS)reftS- e

' * D ( 6 8 )

ь What about exchange matrix elements like <42|Vgl2f > ?

If one instead Ye sets unit operator I one gets a matrix

element with mutually orthogonal funotions, i.e.

>'O. ^ (69)

It is easy to check that for the case F,

(70)

then

&•« R
2
<''

2
lV9i2?>-4sh

2
(H)[e - в \'О-

We let the reader to convince himself that also

In order to give the reader a landscape of our results we

have written them in table 1.

3» - Classification of spin-isospin states for two nucleon

system.

Notation. We are going to call p - proton, n • neutron»

t - spin up, t • spin down. State funotions are denoted a*

!SS*>, 1ТТ
Ж
>

Questions How many and what kind of state oan we build up in

spin-isospin spaoe with S • 0,1 , T • 0,1 ?

To answer this question we have made a list of the possible spin-

isospin state funotions with S • 0,1 , T • 0,1 .

3 - 1 S
a
- 1

S
z • °

8. --1
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Pull symmetric spin functions

T = 1 T
z
 e 1 Pi Рг H1>

T

Full symmetric isospin functions

s = о 4(Мг-МО

Antisymmetric functions.

With this list we are now able to answer the above question

as the reader can see in table 2 •

TABLE 2 .

Pf Pl =

ПТП1 «

pfpi- -

Pt n* = -

p t n * - ^

Possible spin-isospin i

11 > и ч > -,

l=I(i<0^+ |OO>)|11> j

states for

p| p i *

two-nucleon system.

L(ko>

. H - ^ •

>s-|00> s)|11> T l

11 ( И ° > т " loo>T),

k-|oo>s)(HO>T-IOo>T)

4. - Matrix elements.Tests.

To give the reader continuity on the sequence of our calcu-
 A

latione we rewrite in thie stage the potential energy, operator V

v -T v p-<
h
-tf/«i p p .

Iti" L v
2s
,,,

2Ttl
 e r

s
t-

T
We want to stress that the space part is carried by

and its corresponding matrix elements were calculated in lasj; sec-

tion. The spin-isospin parts are carried by the projectors P
%

for the spin and P
T
 for the isospin. The matrix elements
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V2s*i>2T«-i. ere determined through parameters from experimental
data.

Questions How many and which kind of matrix elements do we

have in nuclear interactions ? We answer such a question const-

ructing some matrix elements to give the reader an example how

•^ it is done.

The nuclear interaction between protons in the same spin

state, for example pt PI ie described by the function

The corresponding matrix element

t> aV 3 3' (73)
Nuclear forces are charge independent. Therefore we write for the

interaotion of neutrons in the same spin state

tnt>-y33. (74)
Uuolear forces also do not depend on frame orientation. Thereaf-

ter we also immediately write

V a 3 ; (75)
and

V33 (76)
We write down the above results compactly as

V33 (77)

We mean here with ( - ) the direct and exchange interact ions.
What about proton interaotion in different spin s ta tes l ike pt
The function we need to take i s |PfP4>-4(l<o>s + l00>s)|f1>T >
and the matrix element i s

<pmivif>m>«i(v33-»-vi0 (78)
What happens if in (78) we exchange epins ? We take the bra

and the ket from last case to build up

v O (79)
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We write (78) and (79) compactly as

< pt P* IV I ?t P »
±
 ~ ̂ (V

3
, *y«)

 (80)

Again because nuclear forces do not depend on charge we immediate-

ly write for neutrons

<Dte* I V I Utf^>
±
 -3 (V

3J
 *V,j) • (81)

What about interaction of nucleons in the same spin state

but in different isospin state like Ptnt ? We take the func-

tion

I p t n o - ^ Hi>s(no>7 +. |oo>T)

to get

< ptm \Vipt n*> = i (Vj3 + v31) • (82)

If one exchanges isospins it is easy to get

^ptntlVl^PO-iCVas-Vai)- (83)
(82) and (83) may be compactly written as

(84)

At last, to complete our list of matrix elements we consider

the most general case: Nucleons in different spin and also in dif

ferent isospin states» The reader may check himself the 6orrect-

ness of below equation

<рт|У|рт>
А
«£(у„±У

31
±у„+лд1).

 (85)

How to test results ? We switch out the nuclear interaction

V2S+l,£T*i BBd instead of it we put unit. The result we are
going to have is that our matrix elements reduce

a) to unit of they are direct matrix elements;
b) to zero if they are exchange matrix elements*

The reader can apply directly these test criteria in the above
obtained equations to check the correctness of the matrix ele-
ments.
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5. - Matrix elements V for the system

Test on results*

We are now in a position to calculate the matrix elements

in spin-isospin space for our system ^He+%e. To distinguish each

cluster we are going to use again label I andket И > for

the first cluster and label II and ket |2> for the second

cluster. We summarize the results of last paragraph

Now, cluster I -'He has the structure ptPI-Hf .With 3

nucleons in two spin and two isospin states we build up б pairs

pt P*, pt flf, P4-nt, P*Pt ,f)tPt, П+Р* , which may reduce to 3

pairs, since some pairs are obtained by simply exchange of spine

among the nucleons. Nevertheless our matrix element does not

change with exchanging any physical quantity, because nucleons

are indistinguishable particles. We must therefore substract the

exchanges

(86)

To prove our result we make V31 * Vij
 B
 1 to get 3 v hich is

the number of actual interacting pairs.

Because cluster II has the same structure as cluster 1

and again because the indistinguishability of nucleons our task

reduces simply to change label 1 by label II
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Interaction of nucleons belonging to different clusters.

We have in this case two terms

direct <<
exchange < iZ\%y \21>

To realize the actual calculation we ask ourselves: How many pairs

can we build up from the structure Pt P-Hit + Pt Pit П + ?

How many of them are independent ?

Our answer for both questions is on l i s t below

Results are obtained simply by summing UP all terms
л ^

<121VST)21>= M t i V ^ V ^ V i i + VV)- ( 8 9 )

One can test them by making \^>$+1,2Т+1
=
 "* * ^

o r
 (88) one gets 9>

the actual number of interacting pairs-

Note that for (89) if ^2S+I,2T+I
 Ж -̂  *

n e
 matrix element does not

vanish.

We shall consider this and also other cases in last section

of this work.

6. - Summary of results.

With help of table 1, which contains the elementary integ-

rals Xij i their corresponding cofactors and with equations for

V S T "
e
 write down the final result
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'90)

Here I,j are taken from table 1, V J S + I гт+i
 a r e

 taken through

experimental data.

SECTION II
л

Evaluation of the potential energy V integral overlap with

the wave function Tjf̂-y , S = О, Т = 1.

Part on coordinates.

1. - Determinant overlap. Biorthogonal basis.

We proceed like in section I to construct the Slater deter-

minant starting from one particle orbitale

(9D

as

(92)
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Again, U3ing another parameterization with vectors S
1
 , S

z
 one

has another Bimilar determinant for "^(Si.Sz) and together

with (92) one gets the overlap determinant <1|f
2
 ( R , , ^ ) ) ^ ^ ,5j)>

multiplying both Slater determinants and integrating on space

coordinates r, , г
г
 , ...,

 r
c . The actual form for the over-

lap determinant is written down in equation (93)

n

tit

Pf

nv

Pf

0

PI PI

0 0

о о <P,IS,> о

< R 2 1 S 1 > 0 0 <Uz\l

о <5zis,> о о

0 0 0

m

О

0

0

0

\%> о

0 <TRJS2>

о

0
(93)

Aa we also saw in the former case for the overlap < 1#
2
I^ >

the determinant equation (93) is not adequate for our purposes.

After some rearrangement one gets a more simple form

O

0

(94)

With simple calculations the reader can check (again see section I

to be familiarized with procedure) the following equalities
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We use these two last equations to evaluate the overlap

(96)

( 9 7 )

Note that in spite our starting point is almost the same for Uf.,

and W
2
 , the determinants and their values are different.

We now are going to simplify (93) even more by introducing

the biorthogonal baais

I « < &i I (98)

(99)

As in section I we get for the constants d and ot the value

6"
 R S
 . After a couple of steps we get for the determinant

Pt
<2I2> О

О nt

(100)
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2. - Matrix elements <fj IVjjlK t > . Cofactors. Tests.

If we now ask ourselves about the number and kind of inte-

ractions in system Pt P* ГИ + pt P* П V , Th
e
 answer will be

<1«IVjl1O» <*2 1V
8
I22> and <2Р

г
|\

т

3
|2Р

г
>

for matrix elements of interactions of nucleons within each clus

ter. On the other hand, for interactions of nucleons belonging

to different clusters

The first three matrix elements we have calculated in sec-

tion I. For the last two we proceed as follows. We remember

a) £i\= < h\ and |3>= 1 S,> •
Therefore, after equation (16) for Ig

(101У

b) Exchange of indices has the effect of changing sign in vec-

tor j?-+ - R . Therefore R'S -*• - RS 1

}•
(102)

The second case requires more involved calculations, since

with o(
 B
 ot

 в
в

 w e
 have to calculate four terms

2 j?j vj,
 9

(103)

Our result
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J Ц
- е (е

?-2)RS (104)

Again, by inspection we see inmeidately that an exchange in in-

dices brings a change in sign in

e ~ e (e. ^ e )4-e
(105)

J
The reader should not confuse the validity of this last argument.

This can be done in products RS which come from matrix elements

but not in products i?S from constant factors like o( or <5 .

Calculation of cofactors F- for matrix elements. As in

the former case for \ty> » we write the determinant overlap to

make our procedure clear for the reader

* •*

<2l2>

Pt О

О

(106)

How, F
A1
 is the cofactor obtained by deleting rows and columns

for <4liys of protons.

. <?. г . ̂ . i i , ^ . / 19,!?-ч (107)
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Factor F
12
 is obtained as the cofactor in the determinant deleting

rows and columns for < 111 > and < 212 > .

Fi = <mxz\z><h\$i><Rz\%> = peRSsh(R§) ( 1 0 8 )
and so on for the rest of the factors

Note that for exchange terms F«
2
 = F/, , F«

2
 = F/, fa ,

Tests on matrix element в. То realize such work ire must re-

member the overlap < T|/
2
 | ̂  > and also that for the first two

matrix elements we only have to change factors Fij by factors

Fj; in equations (66) and (68). As we have done in section I

we get

The reader can convince himself in the validity of

2R& g§

в Hi* <22|V-|22>»4e Si

and also

ft« F,i <±i?JV8MS2>-4eRish4«s),
a-»i,a-»0 *

and

6'N F ^ <r2^*1^1 f s , > . 4 e f t & s b 4 e s ) . ( 1 1 6 )

г-» 11 л-* о

We summarize our results in table III.

3. - Spin-isospin matrix elements. Teets.

After the last calculations in coordinate space we want now

evaluate spin-isospin matrix elements for %е+-*Не with aJs
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T»1. For this ригрове we write down again the list of section I,

which has the corresponding matrix elements in spin-isospin space

for a given interacting pair of nucleons

fttflt;

~ ( V
3 3
± V

3 1
) ;

and also, to illustrate our procedure, the determinant (106).Af

ter every result we are going to make the corresponding test on

its correctness.

<2|2> О
f < l ! t >

I <2|2>
О

The matrix element <11\Vgl?1> has the following pairs

f»t H , pt ni , f>* nt from which we get the matrix element

in spinrisospin space

J( ) (117)

Test as Vie-n .гтц -* 4 .

direct Цщ с 411 V*T 11? > * 3 •,

exchange &m <« IV4
T
 IT? > - О •

(three pairs)

The matrix element <12lV^H2>± has the pairs pf pt , Pt Pi
Pi Pt , H 1>* , I?»P+ , Hipt , which give

(118)

Test as V2$*i,2T+l-r
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d i r e c t &m l\Z IVSTH2> 4 « 6.

For <22|Vg|22> there i s only one s ingle pa i r pt p*

(119)

Test

d i rec t tim < 22 i VVr l52>+ =-1

exchange fom £22 | VST 12 2 X =0 •

For <<PzIVeTHS2> there a re p* n* . P^HV , П* П4-

| ) (120)

Test V2s+i,2T+i "* ^

d i r e c t ftm <<PZ | VST 11 S2>4 - 3 ,

exchange &м < 1 Rt| VST 11 **>_ " ° •
The l a s t case < 2 Й г | У е т | 2 5 2 > has Pt П4- , P4- П4-

Test
direct tin, <2I?Z»VST|2S2>+ = 2 ,

exchange ft
m
 < 2 ̂

г
 | V

S T
 J 2 S

2
 >_ - о •

Notice that the sum of all terms 3+6+1+2 =15 which is the

actual number of interacting pairs ^2 - 6!/(2!4JJ .

4. - Summary of results. General equation.

We have summarized our results in table IV for the matrix

elements on coordinates and in equations (117) to (121) for the

spin-isospin part. Using the above-mentioned scope of results we

can now write the general equation for the potential energy over-

lap as

(422)
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where the elementary integrals I ;J are taken from table III

and V 2 S + I , 2 T + 1
 a r e

 t^en through experimental data.

Evaluation of the potential energy Vo integral overlap

with l^oi> •

5. - General overlap.

Instead of constructing the determinant directly and expli

citly from one particle orbltals as we have done in last parag-

raphs we are going to uae equation

(see introductory remarks for system ^He+^He in page 9 ) which

relates the already calculated overlap with the overlap we are in

terested in.

We know that

We substitute last equations in (123) to get

- e
One remark about equation (124)« First term on the right takes in-

to account positive parity states and second takes negative parity

states.

6* - Matrix elements. General equation.

Now we are going to use the above results to evaluate

< ^oi I Vg | Ф
0
| > . It follows from equation (124) that
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Prom last paragraphs we already have ^ *№< \ VJ I ""№.,> and

^H^IVg I 1fj> *
 W e £ e e d о п 1

У
 t o a

PP
l y
 equation (125) to get

the overlap <C Я̂ о1 I"Vj | tyoi "> es a sum of elementary integrals

lij which are in table I and III.

Our result

22

4 i

i[
n)IJ

Cofactors and integrals are taken from corresponding tables I and

III. Matrix elements Vizs+i.aT+i are determined through ex-

perimental data.

7- - Notice on test for matrix elements of exchange interac-

tions.

In order to give the reader an idea how our method works as

a whole, we are going to deal with some cases in which there nay

appear separately some contradictions.

A. - Matrix element <12 IV |2<>* <Л2\У
9
\Ш><12 \ VST |2O

with . .,-,

-(e +e -f)e J,
and

from table I and equation (89) • Test on coordinates
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Teet on spin-isospin

J
but the matrix element <12.|У|2Г> as a whole

O2lV|i7>-0.

In other words, in spite that the matrix element for the

spin-isospin part is not zero, the matrix element in the limit

as a whole is zero.

B. - Matrix element <MR
z
IVlSj

with

and A

< i ?* I Var I M > - £ (5V*s - 3V« -3VSI

from table III and equation (120). Test on coordinates

Test on spin-ieoepin

But the matrix element as a whole

Again, although the matrix element for coordinates i s not zero
the matrix element in the limit as a whole i s zero.

Last example.
C. -Matrix element<2RalV|Sa2>*<ZPJVi|S22><2RalV«T|Sa2>

with , ^ r If -IS -|g« -%s\ -§0fc*)-№»£)23 7

H V l S 2
from table III and equation (121). Test on coordinates

tim < 2 P 2 | V j ^ b = 4 s ^
Nevertheless, test on spin-isospin

- • 1
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The matrix element as a whole

8. - Conclusions.

After all we have written in last paragraphs, we hope we

have shown the reader in a transparent way the symmetries invol-

ved in a nuclear system such as -Tle+^He, symmetries like the in-

variance on translations (because we use TISM functions), the

properties of matrix elements under reflections of frame axis

and also under index permutation, and the uses and consequences

of Pauli principle.

We also hope to have shown the reader that our method is re-

liable because

a) The cluster ansatz is introduced in easy way.

b) Calculations do not depend on allocation of frame of re-

ference and choice of basis functions.

c) One can test the correctness of results in simple way.

d) It is thereafter a self-consistent method finally.

e) The principal physical ideas are easily understandable in

every stage of process.
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TABLE I.List of overlap integrals for V
Q

and % S=I,T=I. General overlap < 1111|U>=
3
(R8 5h

3
(RS); Ья F,jL = Ifi . Direct integrals L

0

1
=I°p=I°

9
=aSh

3
(R S ).Exchange integral

Matrix Elements Cofactors Total for S =1? T =1

^ J

I
1л)
CD

IT?
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TABLE III.List of overlap integrals for VG = £ bo

Matrix Elements Cofactors Total for

J

J
ti(FTs)

_з]?Г

e (e



Continuation of TABLE.. III. List of overlap integrals for V
f
 =

lap <TMi?*> - 4 e
R
*Sh

2
(R?. ) ; ;

= I
?R -

 J
ZR t

 fiS

f
 в bl , ̂

2
 . General over-

;
; Г,-,- = П ; • F°r all direct integrals I°;=I°'=I°' =

Matrix Elements Cofactors Total

X if? -if

for
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